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SOOOO, 
HERE’S THE THING…



We think we’ve forgotten 
what toys are.



“We” as in all of us. But the category most of all.



And here’s why we think that happened:

BECAUSE 
PARENTHOOD

IS CONFUSING.



Not just the weight of  it from a societal point of  view.
We mean parenthood itself.



Suddenly there’s this thing that you 
love more than anything you’ve ever 
loved, and it’s a complete alien.



We don’t know what it wants.
We don’t know what it needs.

We don’t know what it’s feeling.
We don’t know what it’s saying.



AND THINGS
AREN’T ANY EASIER 

FOR THE ALIEN.



We’re big.
We’re loud.
We’re pointy.
If  we were ever a kid,
we don’t seem to remember it.



us up here; us as grown-ups.

them as kidsthem down there, 

More often than not we’re living in different worlds—



The thing we think we’re supposed 
to do is turn them into adults.

And quick.



TEACH

TEACH

TEACH
TEACH

TEACH



category

kids

After all, that’s what 
the category has been 
telling us to do.



Because the category

once defined has been slowly turning toys 
into tools for childhood development.



It’s been in a spin cycle of:

the world is complicated

give them tools

kids need a head startwow, this is getting complicated



SPEAKING
AND ACTING LIKE 

AN ADULT.

Thus, a category created to emulate 
the magic of  childhood is



It’s moving from

EMOTIONAL 
to

INFORMATIONAL



From

FUN 
to

FUNCTIONAL



From

CHILD’S PLAY 
to

WORK



Until pretty soon, the preschool toy category 
wasn’t working for kids anymore.



But Fisher-Price is. 
You always have been. 



Working for kids is what made you
the official brand of  childhood.



That’s how you not only dominated the 
preschool category but came to represent 

preschool itself  in the minds of  generations of  
kids (who ultimately turned into parents).



It’s because your founders aspired to 
understand the inner lives of  kids.

They wanted to see toys the way 
kids see toys.



And while a lot has changed, that basic 
faith in toys is still core to Fisher-Price.



A faith in fun for its own sake.



You believe 
in over-engineering toys, not over-engineering kids.



You believe 
that if  you make toys kids love, they’ll get 

everything they need from them.



You believe 
that play is not a means to an end, 

but an end all on its own.



As toymakers obsessed with giving 
kids what they want, you’re creating 

the vocabulary of childhood...



NOT THE 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

FOR ADULTHOOD.



(To a kid, this is beautiful.)

BECAUSE RESPECTING THE CULTURE 
OF KIDS IS WHAT BEING A TOYMAKER 

(AND A PARENT) IS ALL ABOUT.



Why is this so important for us to 
remember right now?



Because it’s about time the category leader 
started to lead the category conversation again.



fisher-price

A new conversation.

One that’s in lock step with 
the core of  your DNA.



A conversation about how toys in tastefully 
muted tones aren’t made for kids, they’re 

made for adults.



A conversation about how being a parent isn’t about turning your kid into a grownup.

IT’S ABOUT BEING 
WITH THEM WHERE 

THEY ARE.



Because from the U.S. to China to Mexico to Germany, and as 
different as parenting styles are, parents want the moments 
they can grab with their kids to feel fun.

9 in 10 parents feel it’s important to let children be children. 
(2016 Global Play More Report)

First and foremost, moms around the world want their kids 
to be happy (55%). (2018 FP Parenting Values Final)



What parents and kids both want 
(and this never goes away) is just to 
get each other.

We want to feel close, to see the 
way the other one sees,

TO COMMUNICATE.



“A GREAT GAME 
CAN GIVE A TIRED 
PARENT TWENTY 
GREAT MINUTES WITH 
THEIR CHILD AT THE 
END OF THE DAY. A 
GREAT TOY IS A WAY 
OF COMMUNICATING 
WITH YOUR KID.”

—
KURT HUNTSBERGER



That blew our minds.

It hit us that this was what everyone 
at Fisher-Price was trying to do:

CREATE 
COMMUNICATION 
THROUGH A TOY.



DOESN’T MAKE TOYS.



MAKES WAYS FOR TWO
ALIENS WHO LOVE EACH OTHER 

VERY MUCH TO CONNECT. 



MAKES WAYS FOR KIDS 
AND PARENTS TO GET 

EACH OTHER.



MAKES 
INTERGENERATIONAL 

COMMUNICATION 
DEVICES.



This is a communication device



This is a communication device



This is a communication device



fisher-price

Fisher-Price believes in the magical ability of  
a toy to be the bridge between two beings who 
don’t yet share a common language.



As a brand that’s been obsessed with 
parents and kids for 89 years,

knows that a great toy isn’t for telling 
kids how to be adults



It’s for letting kids tell us 
what it’s like to be kids.



AND FOR LETTING 
US TELL THEM THAT 

WE HEAR THEM.



Toys are
the universal 

language



We see this as an exciting, 
differentiating, creatively rich 
brand belief to work from.



It’s there to help us take the next 
step: figuring out how we represent 
ourselves in the world.



But internally, it gives us useful 
guardrails for how to think about 
what we do and how we do it.



Brand Beliefs

- If  it’s not fun, don’t do it
- Play is not a means to an end; it’s an end on its own
- Believe in toys kids like
- We’re kid experts—we work for kids
- We help parents by being experts in child’s play
- We respect child-culture



In addition, we think it’s worth 
unpacking what we mean when we 
say “communication device.”



We want it to be clear that it’s not always going to be 
about a parent and a child playing together.

IT’S ABOUT LETTING KIDS COMMUNICATE
THEIR KID-NESS AND PUT THEMSELVES

OUT INTO THE WORLD.



- It can get parents and kids in the same physical, mental, and emotional place
- It lets kids express themselves
-  It communicates about the world to them in a way they understand 

(e.g., how a kid would imagine a farm)
- It communicates to kids that you get them

A toy is a 
communication 
device because



From campaign to campaign, these things 
should stay evergreen.

Because they’re as true now for Fisher-Price 
as they’ve ever been.



The task ahead is to see how these truths come to 
life across a vast new communications landscape 

and set of cultural realities.



We think it’s going to be fun.



THANK 
YOU!


